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Top NC COVID-19 Data Entry
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The broad categories for data entry mistakes on
COVID-19 events include:
 Date Errors
 Death Errors
 Missing Lab Errors
 Searching Errors
 Submission Errors
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Using the calendar feature and not ensuring that the
correct month/year are selected



Entering the person’s date of birth (DOB) as the symptom
onset date or the lab specimen collection date
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Forgetting to update the Person Summary with the
person’s date of death (DOD)
From the event
dashboard, click
on the Person
tab, then click
the Edit Person
button

Enter the date of
death and click
the Save button
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Forgetting to update the event to a Coronavirus death
(COVID-19D)
From the event
dashboard,
click the Edit
Event
Properties
button

Change the
disease to
Coronavirus
death, then
click the Save
button
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Creating an event without a lab. Always check to make sure
you clicked Save when you entered the lab
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Unless the event was created by a State user, the first block in
the Investigation Trail should contain the LHD group, the
reason for assignment ‘Original/Initial assignment’ and the
classification status that matches the lab results



If you are the person completing the event and submitting to
the State, you should put your name and phone number in the
Authorized Reporter fields
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Submitting to the State as “Unspecified” or with the wrong
classification based on the type of positive labs
 A positive PCR/NAA/RNA lab = confirmed
 A positive Ag lab with no positive PCR = probable
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An LHD to LHD transfer is done when you determine that the person
was NOT diagnosed with COVID in your county. Events may be
assigned incorrectly when the patient address is not included with
the initial lab result or the person turns out to be a student or in jail
 Update the County of Residence to the correct county
 Add a new block and assign to that county LHD
 Ensure the patient address is updated
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Not being creative enough when searching and creating
duplicate persons
 Always use the Search party icon for searching
 Search at least 3-4 ways before giving up. Use the wildcards (*)
 Try the person’s phone number and email address
 Use partial names and wildcards in case the spelling is different in the
event in the system
Robert*
Robert*
Bob*
Rob*
Robert*
Rob*
Ro*
Bob*

Smith‐Jones*
Smith‐Jones*
*Smith*
Smith*
Smi*
*Jones*
*Jones*
*Jon*
*Jones*

* This is not every possible combo
Use your best judgement to search
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Submitting events to the State missing required fields. There
are two documents that determine which fields are required
depending on whether the person was interviewed or not. You
should always use these documents to confirm you are
submitting an event correctly
 Please note, putting notes in the Dashboard is not enough, you need to
ensure the fields are completed
 Note the Red Concerns on the Dashboard before submitting an event
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Do NOT Create EVENTS for Contacts
in NC COVID



If you are working in NC COVID and you
want to document contacts that a patient
has named, use the Contact Tracing
Question package in that patient’s event



If the patient names a contact that is
already a case and has an event in NC
COVID, you CAN link to that event
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 Questions-

please contact your TATP nurse

or the Helpdesk at
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